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Complex Analytic Construction of the Kuranishi
Family on a Normal Strongly Pseudo-Convex
Manifold. II
By

Takao AKAHORI* and Kimio MIYAJIMA**

Introduction
This paper is a continuation of the previous paper [2] by the first named
author. The deformation of partially complex structures on a compact strongly
pseudo-convex manifold was investigated first by M. Kuranishi [4] in order to
give a new insight into the problem of deformations of isolated singularities, and
he constructed a family of partially complex structures on a compact strongly
pseudo-convex real hypersurface of a complex analytic space with an isolated
singularity parametrized by a finite number of parameters and inducing the
versal family of deformations of the isolated singularity in some sense. If
(K, x) is an analytic subset of a domain in a complex euclidean space with an
isolated singular point x, we obtain a real submanifold M by cutting the analytic
set by a sphere of sufficiently small radius centered at x, and V defines a subbundle °T" of CTM, which is called the partially complex structure on M
induced from V, consisting of all tangent vectors of type (0, 1) in C7YJM.
Kuranishi represented an almost partially complex structure on M of finite
distance from °T" by an element of F(M, T'®(°T")*) and constructed the
above-mentioned family of integrable almost partially complex structures
making use of the harmonic theory for Ob. He tided over the difficulties arising
from the non-ellipticity of Sb by making use of Nash-Moser's inverse mapping
theorem, thereby the family has only a differentiable structure of class C°°.
Then the problem as to when the family may have a complex analytic structure
was left open. The first named author answered this problem affirmatively in
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[2] in the case that M is normal, dim^M^T, and H(fl = Q, depending oh the
following ideas: On a compact normal strongly pseudo-convex manifold M
there exists a differential complex,

o -> r(M, °r") -^ F(M, °r"®(°r')*) -^ r(M, °T"® A2(*r;)*) -> ••-,
and the solutions of integrability condition P(0) = 0 can be looked for in F(M,
°T"(x)(or')*) instead of in F(M, T'®(0T")*). He avoided the difficulties
coming from the non-ellipticity of Sb by introducing the norms || ||Jm) and
II Ilk)In this paper, following these ideas, we prove Main Theorem by the method
used in [5].

Main Theorem. If M is a compact normal strongly pseudo-convex real
hypersurface of a complex manifold N with dim^M^T, there exists a complex
analytic family {cj)(f)\tET} of partially complex structures on M of class C2
such that 0(0) = 0, which is versal at o (cf. Definition 1.6), and the linear term
of 0(f) with respect to the parameter t determines an injective map of the
Zariski tangent space T'0T of T at o Into H\b(T'}, where H^b(Tf) denotes
the first cohomology group of the complex (r(M, T'® A«(°r")*), d(Tq)).
In Section 1 we recall some notations and results in [1] and [2] which is
needed in this paper and give the formulation of Main Theorem. The proof of
Main Theorem is given in Sections 2 and 3. In Section 2 we construct a family
of partially complex structures on M. We prove that the family is the versal
family in the sense of M. Kuranishi in Section 3. Throughout this paper, as
a parameter space of a family of partially complex structures, we consider only
a reduced complex analytic space.

§1. Preliminaries
In this section, we recall some formulations, notations and results in [1]
and [2] which will be needed in Sections 2 and 3.
Let M be a differentiable manifold.
Definition 1.1. By an almost partially complex structure on M, we mean
a complex subbundle E of CTM of class C°° such that £n£ = {0} where E
denotes the complex conjugate of E.
Further if it satisfies the condition that \X9 Y] is in F(M, E) for any X, Y
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in T(M, £), we call E a partially complex structure on M, where F(M, E) denotes
the vector space of all sections of E over M of class C°°. M with a partially
complex structure E is called a partially complex manifold.
If M is a real hypersurface of a complex manifold N, N defines a partially
complex structure °T" on M by

where T"N denotes the complex tangent bundle of N of type (0, 1). We call
the partially complex structure on M the partially complex structure on M
induced from the complex structure of N.
On the partially complex manifold (M, °T"), we have the (tangential)
Cauchy-Riemann operator (cf. [1] § 3)

8b:r(u, A«("r")*)->r(i/, A« +i (°r")*)
given by

...,x,+ 1 )=Z?iM^
for (f>eF(U9 A*(°r')*) and Z l5 ..., Z,+ 1 eF([7, °T"), where U is an open
domain of M.
We say that a partially complex manifold (M, °T") with dim^ M = 2n — I is
strongly pseudo-convex if °T" is of rank n — l and its Levi form is positive
definite at each point of M (cf. [2], (1.2)).
Definition 1.2. A strongly pseudo-convex manifold (M, °T") is called a
normal strongly pseudo-convex manifold if there exists a non-vanishing global
real C°°-vector field £ on M such that
K, T(M, °T")]c:r(M, °T")

and ^ p ^Re( 0 T;© 0 Tp for any j?eM, where Re (° T; 0 ° Tp denotes the real
part of °T^®0T^.
From now on, we assume that M is a normal strongly pseudo-convex real
hypersurface of a complex manifold N with a fixed real C°° -vector field £ as
above and dim^ M = 2n — 1 .
Then we have the following canonical C°°-spHtting of CTM as differentiable vector bundles,
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where F=C£. We set T' = °T"®F, then there exist the following differential
complexes arising from the (tangential) Cauchy-Riemann complex for scalar
valued forms,

o -» r(M, T) -> r(M, rf® (°r")*) - JW, r ® A2(°T")*)
o -> r(M,°r") -*»_> r(M, °T"®(oT")*) o -> r(M, F) -^-» r(M, F®(°T")*) -^> r(M,
(cf. [1] and [2], for details).
We define operators which will be needed in Sections 2 and 3, and recall a
lemma concerning with them (cf. [2], Lemma 4.2).
For each g = 0, 1,...,
Lq: F(M, °T"® A«(*T")*) -> T(M, F®
is given by

for 0eT(M, °T"® A«(°r")*) and Z 1? ..,, ^ g+1 eT(M, °r'), where ( )F denotes
the projection to F according to the splitting T' = °T"@F.
We note that Lq are linear over C°°(M), the ring of all C°° -functions on M9
and L0 induces a C°°-bundle isomorphism of °T" to F®(°T")*. We denote
Li by L according to [2].
Proposition LI. (1) LD0 = d(F^L0,

(2)

Next, we introduce an hermitian metric on M, then hermitian metrics along
fibers on °T", F and T' are introduced naturally, and we can speak of the
harmonic theory on r(M,°T" ® rt(°T")*\ F(M, F® A«(°T")*) and T(M,
r® A«(°r;)*) for ^ = 1, 2,..., n-2, by J. J. Kohn (cf. [3] Ch. V and [6] §6).
In particular, if we denote by £>* (resp. Q ) the adjoint operator of Dq with
respect to the above hermitian metric (resp. the Laplacian operator D*Dq
+ D € _ 1 D*_ 1 ) and by Hify, the vector space of all harmonic elements of T(M,
°r"® tf(°T")*)t H(4l is finite dimensional and there exist the Neumann
operator

N:
and the harmonic operator

mT»: r(M,
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with the relations
l=mT,+ ilN and
where I denotes the identity operator of r(M, °T"® A«(°T")*)Further, on F(M, F® A«(°T")*) and r(M, T'® A«(°T")*), we employ
similar notations and obtain similar results.
For each non-negative integer m and any open domain V of M, we define
the Sobolev norm || ||(m) and the norms |] ||Jm), || ||"m) on CQ(U) and then on
the spaces rc(C7, °T"® A^T')*), rc(l/, T' ® A«(0T")*), rc(C7, F® A«(°T")*),
where Cg^C/) (resp. rc(U, £)) denotes the vector space of all C°° -functions
(resp. all C°°-sections of the vector bundle E) with compact supports in U.
(Cf. [2], §3 for details.) We denote by r(m)(M, °T"® A^T")*), F;m)(M,
°T"® A«(°r")*) and rj'm)(M, ^T"® A«(°r')*) the Hilbert spaces obtained by
completing T(M, °T"® A«(°r")*) with respect to the norms || ||(m), || ||(ro) and
|| ||(TO) respectively, and so on.
We remark that these norms have the following properties : For any open
set U of M and each m ^ n + 1 , there exist constants cm, c'm and dm such that
)^cm||0||(m)||^||(m)
ll^llw^^ll^H^

for any cj>, ^e
for any 0eCg>(C7).

Moreover, we have the following results (cf. [2], Proposition 3.13 and
(4.4)).
Proposition 1.2. The following estimates hold.
Mtt,
uniformly for <£er(M, »r"®(»T")*),
!!^^^!!^ uniformly for <t>er(M, F® A2(<T")*),
where R2 is a differential operator introduced in Proposition 1.4 below, and
see [2] Section 3 /or £/ze meaning of the symbol <.
Further, since L is linear over C°°(M), we have
Il^ll(m)^ll0ll(m) uniformly for $er(M, °T"®(°T")*) .
Now we return to a family of partially complex structures on M.
First, we recall some propositions (cf. [1] Proposition 1.1, Theorem 2.1 and
[2] Proposition 1.7.3).
Proposition L30 Let A be the set of all almost partially complex struc-
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tures at a finite distance from °T". Then there is a natural bijection
b:T(M, T'®(°T")*)-*A
such that if we write b(4>)=*T" for 0eF(M, r®(°T")*) then *T" =
{X + cl)(X)\X<=0T"}.
(See [l],/or "at a finite distance from °T"".)
Proposition 1.4. An almost partially complex structure &T" is a partially
complex structure if and only if it satisfies the following integrability condition ;

where R2(4)(X, Y) = [<£(*), flDlr - #[*. #r)]-7- + W W, ^.i-) and
R3(MX, Y)= -#[#*), 4>(Y)^T,) for X, YeT(M, °T"), [ , ]r (resp. [ , ].T.)
denoting the projection o/[ , ] fo T" (resp. °T") according to the above splitting
CTM=T'@°T".
Proposition 1.5. For any 0eT(M, °T"®(°T")*)9 P(0) = 0 if and only if
2(0) = 0 and L0 = 0.
Let E be a C°° -vector bundle on M, T an analytic subset of a neighbourhood of the origin of Cr.
Definition 1.3. A family (0(r) 1 1 e T} of elements of T(Af ? £) (resp.
C (M, £)) is of class C°° (resp. C2) if for each p e M there exists a neighbourhood U of p such that the map
2

is of class C°° (resp. C2), where $(t)(q) denotes the value of (f)(i) at q in £ and
C2(M, E) the vector space of all sections of E over M of class C2.
Definition 1.4. A C*5 -family (resp. C2-family) {0(0 | f e T} of elements of
T(M, £) (resp. C2(M, £)) depends complex analytically on t e T if for each
fixed p e M, 0(r) (p) is complex analytic in t.
Using the notions in Definitions 1.3 and 1.4, we define a complex analytic
family of partially complex structures on M.
Definition 1.5. By a complex analytic family of partially complex structures on M parametrized by T, we mean a C°° -family {(j)(f) \teT} of elements
of F(M, r'®(°r")*) depending complex analytically on f e T a n d satisfying
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M. Kuranishi treated our family of partially complex structures on M as
a family of isolated singularity in [4] and give the definition of the versal family
as follows.
Definition 1.6. A complex analytic family {<j)(t) \teT}
of partially
complex structures on M with 0(o) = 0 is versal at o e T i f the family satisfies
the following condition ; For any neighbourhood N of M in N and any complex
analytic family n: ^/T-»S of deformations of N with ^0 = N for oeS, there are
a neighbourhood S' of o in S, an analytic map T: S"-»T and a differentiable
embedding F:MxS'->^j S ' of class C°° depending complex analytically on
s e S' (i.e. the map S' a s-»F(p, S)EJ^ is complex analytic for each fixed p e M)
such that
(1) T(O) = O,
(2) n°F = p2 where p2 denotes the projection of M x S' onto the second
factor,
(3) F |MXo = idM,
(4) for any seS', F (MXs induces an isomorphism of the partially complex structure </>(T(S)) on M to that induced on M from <Ars via jF| MXs .

If {^(0 1 1 e T} is a complex analytic family of partially complex structures
on M,
W(f)

+ K2(0(0) + «3(0(0) = 0 for f e T ,

by Proposition 1.5. Then for each d/dte T'0T,

hence d4>ldt(o) determines an element of H$b(Tr). Then we have a linear map
of T'0Tto jy|b(T') similar to the case of a family of compact complex manifolds
(what is called the Kodaira-Spencer map).
Our purpose is to construct a complex analytic family {0(0 \teT} of
partially complex structures on M with <p(o) = 0 for o e T which is versal at o e T
in the sense of M. Kuranishi and has the property that the linear map as
above is an injective map of T'QT into H\b(T'). In this paper, we construct
only a complex analytic family of C2-partially complex structures on M
having the same properties as above. In fact, we can define a C2-partially
complex structure on M in the same way as Definition 1.1, see that it is
represented by an element of C2(M, T / ®(°r // )*) satisfying P(0) = 0 similarly
to Propositions 1.3 and 1.4, and get the same result as Proposition 1.5. Then
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we define a complex analytic family of C2-partially complex structures on M
and the versality of a family in the same way as Definitions 1.5 and 1.6, and
the linear map of T;, Tinto H\b(Tf) as above is also defined for this family.

§ 2. Construction of a Versal Family
Let M be a compact normal strongly pseudo-convex real hypersurface of
a complex manifold N of complex dimension n ^4.
In this section, we construct a family 0(f) of C2-sections of 0T"®(°T")*
over M depending complex analytically on t in a neighbourhood V of the origin
of Hfi, and a finite number of holomorphic functions /t 1 (t),..., /?z(f) on V satisfying the following relations :
(2.0) 0(0) = 0 and At(0) = 0 for i = l,..., /,
(2.1) P(0(f)) = 0 for reT,
(2.2) the linear term of <£(£) is cohomologous to S2=i/? f f f f f , where g
= dimc f/^, (/?!,..., /?g) is a base of /f^, (£ l5 ..., ^) is the system of coordinates
of H(TV associated with the base, and T is an analytic subset of V defined by

fi1(0=-=WO=o.
For the proof, we first introduce some notations.
For each i// e F(M, T'®(°T")*), we set 3?\l/ = \j/-d(TV0^ where 0+ is a unique
element of F(M, °T") such that
for any X e F(M, ° T") .

Then it is easily seen that &\l/ is in T(M, 0T"®(0T")*).
Proposition 2.1 ([2] Proposition 5.1).

The map &\H#} is injective.

Then if we set 3? — JP(Hfi), j^ also represents the first cohomology group
Let (yi,... 5 yrp) be an orthonormal base of H^L(H(ty) with respect to the
L -inner product (, ) on F(M, F® A2(°T)*) introduced in Section 1 and
(?!,..., yp) elements of Hty» such that H$L(yd = yi for f = l,..., p.
For Y\ eF(M, F® A2(°T")*), we set
Then we have the following lemma.
2

Lemma 2.2.

(1)
(2)

H2FLpH2FLmT,,=l
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(1) Letf/eH^-.

Then
l

(2) Let\l/eH(F2}.
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(H2FL(r,l

^)

Then

- Zf=i W* yVUy^LpW) .

Q. E. D.

In view of Proposition 1.5 and Proposition 2.1, we shall construct 0(f) and
h $),..., /?j(0 satisfying the following:
(2.0)
(2.1.1)
(2.1.2)
(2.2)

<£(0) = 0 and /iT(0) = 0 for r=l,...
D10(0 + ^2(0(0) = 0 for r e T ,
L<£(0 = 0 for *eT,
the linear term of 0(0 is equal to 22 =

Before beginning the proof, it is convenient to introduce the following
notation: Let U and D be open sets in M and Cq respectively, h^i),..., ht(t)
holomorphic functions on D, and E a vector bundle on U. For two families
(j)(i) and ^(0 of C°°-sections (resp. C2-sections) of £ on U which depend complex analytically on t in D, by

we mean that there exist families a^t),..., a^t) of C°°-sections (resp. C2-sections)
of E on U which depend complex analytically on t in D such that (j>(f) — \l/(t)
— XT=I flt(0^t(0 contains no term of total degree less than \JL as a power series
m(tl9...,tq).
(I) Construction of Formal Solution
In this paragraph, we shall construct formal power series 0(0, /71(0,...,
/ij(0 in t = (tl9..., tq) satisfying the formal versions of (2.0), (2.1.1), (2.1.2) and
(2.2) below. To do this, we construct, for each /x^O, a T(M,0T"®(°T")*)valued polynomial <^(0 in t of degree ^ and an Hft -valued polynomial /?^(0 in
t of the same degree, satisfying the following:
(2.0)

0°=0 and fc° = 0,
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(2.1.2),
(2.2)
(2.3),
and

h^(t) = h^t)
where ft"(0 = fti(0«i + — + 'If(0^

mod(P),
for

some

fixed base

(*i>»-> *i) of

H 2

r ^ and

We construct such ^(t) and /i^(0 by induction on ^, while from technical
reasons, we impose on them the following additional conditions for the induction:
(2.4),
(2.5)M

Df(P(^(t))oT^0

mod(^),

In view of (2.0) and (2.2), we set

and

Then 0 X (0 is r(M, °T//®(°r')*)-valued, (2.3)! is clearly satisfied, and
since 5^)01(0 = 0, (2.1.1)l3 (2.1.2)l5 (2.5)l9 and (2.6)i are satisfied. Moreover
we have P(<pl(i)) = Q mod(*2), so (2A)l is also satisfied.
Suppose then that, for some /x^2, (f)v(t) and hv(t) are already determined
for all v</x in such a way that (2.1. l)v, (2.1.2)v, (2.3)v-(2.6)v are all satisfied.
Then we set

and

where /cf is the operator taking the homogeneous term of total degree \i
in (*!,..., f fl ). Since JV and JVF are C°°-operators, and ^~l(f) is F(M,
°r"®(°rO*)-valued by induction, 0*(f) also is T(M, °r/®(°r//)*)-valued.
Next, we define h^(t) by the following congruence :
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Then we shall show that these $"(f) and h^(f) satisfy the desired equalities.
(We set <^i(0 = ^1(0

in tne

below.)

(2.4),:
|1(0)

mod(t* +1 )

mod(f« +1 ), (by(2.4) w _,).

=0
(2.5),:

(by (2.5)^),
(by Proposition 1.1),
= 0.

(2.6),:
)L{I-pH2p^
,
(by (2.6)/l_1 and Proposition 1.1),

= 05 (by Lemma 2.2, (2)) .
(2.3)w: It is clear that
mod(P),
od(f +1 )
,- i(0) mod (P)
sfc"-1^)

mod(r").

To prove (2.1.1)M, we first show the following lemma.
Lemma 2.3,
(2.7)M
(2.8),
(2.9),
Proof.

£2( WHO)^-) = 0 mod
(2.7),: By Proposition 4.5 in [4], we have
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Since Pf^-^OJ^O mod(fc"-1(0, *"), we infer that ^PO^'HO^O mod
(f/i"-1(0, '*+1)- Since th»-l(()s=Q mod (h»(t), i"+1), by (2.3),,, (2.7), follows.
(2.8), and (2.9), : If we set \j/(t) = -

) mo

(by (2.7),, and the definition of ^(O)-

Hence, by the definition of <ff , we have

d^jSfWO + PO^'KO)55^ mod(/i"(0,
and

D^^O + PC^-HO^r-sO mod(fc"(0,
From these, we infer (2.8),, and (2.9)^.
(2. 1 . !)„ : By the definition of ^(t),
(0)»r") mod (f+1) , (by (2.4),_ t) .
Then
mo
mo

, (by (2.8), and (2.9),).
(2.1.2),: L</>"(0
= L^-KO - {(/ - SpSp'NrXI - LpH J)LDf N(P(</>"-1(0)<.r»)} mod (
(by (2.4),.! and Proposition 1.1). Now, if we set \l/(f)=
as in the proof of (2.8), and (2.9),, we have

and

where o(t) = 5^)*5^-)A/'rP(^''-1(0) +Hf-P(^"~1(0)- Then

-5^
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»&il/(t) + LDf N(o(t)or,) - o(t)F .
Hence, since

by (2.5)M_! and (2.6\.l9 we have
(I - LpH2) {LD0D$
, (since o(t) = 0 mod(ft"(0, f +1 ) by (2.7)M and
the definition of fc"(0) ,
P)

=-

~d(F2}*d(F2}NF(I

, (by Proposition 1.1) ,
- LpH$)LHlT»&\l/(t) , (by Lemma 2.2, (1)) ,

= - NFd(F2}*L2Dl(I-pH2FL)mr,&il/(i)
= 0.

, (by Proposition 1.1) ,

Thus (2.1.2)0 is proved.
This completes the inductive constructions of ^ ( f ) and /i^(f).
(II) Proof of Convergence
In this paragraph, we shall prove that the formal power series
lim^^ ^(t) and /7(0 = lim//_00 h^t) in (f l v .., f?) are convergent with respect to
|| ||(m)-norm and | |-norm respectively where | | denotes the euclidean norm on
the finite dimensional vector space Hffi.
To prove this, we first show the
existence of a convergent power series ^4(0 in (f l v .., tq) with real non-negative
coefficients and with the following property :
(2.10),

\W(tWw«A(t)

for all

/^l.

(Cf. [2], for the meaning of the symbol «.)
First we fix m^rc + 2, and set

where b and c are positive numbers to be determined later.
Then A(f) satisfies the inequality A(t)2«(b/c)A(t).
Now it is clear that (2.10)! is satisfied, if we choose b sufficiently large.
Suppose that (2.10)^-! is satisfied for some b and c. By the definition of
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By Proposition 1.2,

ll^(OII( m) «^ll^~ 1 (OII&
where c1 is a constant independent of /JL.
By our assumption (2.10)/i_1, we have

Hence, if we choose b and c in such a way that (bcl/c)^l and (2.10)! are satisfied, we see that
for all

^1,

by induction on \JL.
Thus (f)(i) = ]imll^ao ^(i) is convergent for t with |t|<e, for some e>0,
and it determines an element of F"m)(M, 0T"®(0T")*){tl9..., tq}. By Sobolev's
lemma, cf)(f) is of class C2 because m^n + 2.
Then if we set fe(f) = Jff^(P(0(f))), ft(0 is in H^^,..., f€} and it satisfies

Hence lim^^oo h^f) coincides with h(i).
From (2.1.1)^ and (2.1.2)^, we have
(2.1.1);
(2.1.2);
for any ju^l.
Let Tbe the analytic subset of a smaller neighbourhood V of 0 in D = {t\
\t\ <e} defined by /i(r) = 0. Let T: f -»T be a resolution of the singularity of T
and (*i,..., t'q>) a system of local coordinates of T at 0' for any 0' ei"1^).
From (2.1.1); and (2.1.2);, we have, for any ^0,
(2.1.1)';
(2.1.2)^

0i0«O) + *2(*«O)) = 0 mod(^ +1 ),
L0«O) = 0 mod(r^ +1 ).

Since the left hand sides of these equations are holomorphic in f, we infer
that they all vanish. Hence (2.1.1) and (2.1.2) follow if we replace T by a
smaller neighbourhood of 0 in T.
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§ 3. Proof of Versality
The purpose of this section is to prove that the complex analytic family of
C -partially complex structures on M constructed in Section 2 is the versal family.
Let (Jf, 7i, S) be an arbitrary family of deformations of a neighbourhood
N of M such that ^0 = N for o e S.
We may assume the following:
(3.i) o is the origin of Cr and S is an analytic subspace of a neighbourhood
D of o in Cr defined by b1(s) = --- = Z?/(5) = 0.
(3.ii) We find a finite system of open sets of ./T, {Wj}jeA, such that there
exists an analytic embedding
2

rjj : Wj -> Wj x D with p2°^j = n for each j e A ,
and M c W^ ^_/, where JF,- is a neighbourhood of 0 in Cn and /?2 denotes the
projection of WjXD onto the second factor. We denote by £,- = (£},..., £5)
and s = (s lv .. 5 sr) the coordinates of Wj and D respectively, and set zj = £j°rij\Jiro
for A= 1,..., n and Uj = <%j n M where we regard 0 as a function on W} x D.
(3.iii) nfnl1 is represented by
f Cj=
I 5 =

for A = l,..., n,
for a = l,...? r 5

and we set / jk(zk) =/ jfc(zfe, 0) for A = l,..., n.
From (3.iii), we infer that
(3.iv) fWj&t, s), s)=f}k(tk, s) mod(b(s» for A = l,...,n.
To prove the versality of the family constructed in Section 2, it suffices
to show the existence of a neighbourhood D' of 0 in D, of a €2-family gt(s) of
sections of T' over l/f which depends complex analytically on s in D' for each
IE A, and of a ^f-valued holomorphic function T(S) on D' satisfying;
(3.0)
(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.3)

(g$)Y = z}
for A = l,...,n and i(0) = 0,
fe(s))A-/^-(^),s)
=0
for seS' and A =
a + ^(T(s)))(^(s))^=0
for seS' and A=
ft«s))
=0
for seS',

where S' = Df n S, ^f(s) has the expression 0i(s) = X" = i (di(s)Y^l^zi regarded as
an element of F(Ui9 T'N\M) since T' is isomorphic to TrN^M as a C°° -vector
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bundle, and (5ft + 0(T(s)))(0,(s))A denotes the element of r(Ui9 (0T")*) defined
by the congruence

(3b

(I) Construction of a Formal Solution
In this paragraph, we shall construct {gi(s)}ieA and T(S) formally in s, that
is to say, we construct sequences {g$(s)}ieA and T"(S) for /u = 05 1,..., satisfying
the following :
(3.0)

(0?)A = z£

for

A = l,...,w

and

T° = 0,

for any ju^O,
(3.1), fofa))A-/frfofls),*)=0
(3.2), (3b + 0(r"(s)))tof(5))AsO

mod(&(s),5* +1 )
mod(&(s),s* +1 )

for A = l , . . . , n ,
for A = l,...,n,

(3.4)^ gff(s) is a r(L/£, T;)-valued polynomial in s of degree JJL and T^(S) is
a Jf -valued polynomial in s of the same degree such that

and
T"(J)=ET' I - I (S) mod(s^).
We shall construct these {^?(s)}i6^
For ju = 0, because of (3.0), we set

an(

i

T

(0?)A = zf for A = l,...,w,

^(s) by induction on #.
and

t° = 0.

Suppose that {gft~1(s)}ieA and T'*~1(5) are determined for some ju^l.
we define a T(t/f n UJ9 T')-valued polynomial in s of degree fi9 <7fj(s), by

*tj(s)= zj-i {ferH^-/^?-1^ s»5/5^

First

mod

Then we set

where {pfc}fc6yi is a partition of unity subordinate to {C7jjfc6,i. Next we define
» r'®(°T//)*)-valued polynomials cof(s) and ff(s) of degree ^ by
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? mod (s*+i) ,
and

Then we set

and

Then we infer that g'^s) is F(M, T')-valued, since JVT, is a C°°-operator.
we set

Finally

and

Tt is clear that (3.0) and (3.4)/( are satisfied for all // ^ J .
Proposition 3.1. For any ju^O,
(1),
(2),

(ff?(s)) A -/Wff5(s),s)sO mod(fr(s), 5"+1)
flf(s)-0(T^s))|I,|sO mod(ft(s),^ +) )

where 0?(s) zs a r((7,-, T'®(0Tfr)*)-valued
by

(3),,
(4),
(5)B
Proof.

/or A = l , . . . , n ,

by the same congruence of (<9fc -h $(T

ft(T"(s))sO
raod(6(s),A'"+1),
EteAP^rW-oHrK^^O mod(5" +1 ),
S^^^JVr^E^P^^-^^W^O
)} =0 mod (
For ^=0, it is clear that (1)0 — (3)0 are satisfied.
<r//s)sO mod(s),
coj (s) = 0 mod Cs) ,

and

A= !,...,«,

polynomial in s o/ degree jj defined

a +fl^XgrfCsFsOmod(S"+1)
^b + 0? (s)) (gff (s))A /s defined

/or

Since
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(4)0— (6)0 are also satisfied.
We suppose that (!),,_ i— (6)^_i are satisfied for some / u ^ l . To prove
(1)^, we show the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. <T£;(S) - </s) + fff/s) = 0 mod (b(s), s"+1) .
Proof.

Omitting the index subordinate to the local base

(dfdz\,...,

of T,

mod(s"+1)

s), ')
))* mod
4

s))

mod

From (!)„_lt <7f/s) = 0 mod (fe(s), s"). Then Lemma 3.2 follows.
Proof of (l\: gW-fuWW, s)

= » r KS) + »i IMW + »;(«) -/y^r'cs), «>

} |,(s))* + (<7;(s))*} mod (s"+1)
^s)) mod (*"") ,
(by the definition of g|^(s) and gf^(s)),

=0

fc(s)) mod (s"+1) , (by (4),_x) ,
mod (b(s), 5"+1) , (by Lemma 3.2) .

Pr oo/ of (4)p : As we have proved above,

.

-

/e^

-

m

Hence
^r(s)-<r(s) = <(s)-^W- Sto>. P^(s)-ofi(s))

mod (SM-J)

Then,

To prove (2)^, (3)^, we prove some lemmas.
Lemma 3.3.
Proof.

flfts^cofts)-^;^,

mod(6(s),

From the definition of 0?(s) and o)?(s),

3»{(»r Ks))* + (0 Ws))*} + BMsWw + (VKs))1

= 0 mod (s"+
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and

for A = 1 , . . . , n . From (2)M _ t , we infer that
(^(s))^ = «(s))^-c\(^(S)|l7iy

mod(Ks),^ +1 )

for A = l,...,n.

This yields Lemma 3.3.
Corollary 3.4. P(o?(s)) = 0 mod (fc(s), s"+ ' ) .
Proof. Let 0j(s) be a complex analytic family of elements of F(U19
T'®(°T")*) parametrized by s in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of 0 in
D, defined by
(Sb + ei(s))(g1(s)Y = Q

for

A = l,...,n,

where (3fr + 0f(s)) (fiff(s))A is defined by the same congruence of (3& + </>(T(S)))

Since, for each s, 0f(s) represents the partially complex structure on Ut
induced from the complex structure on Cn via a C°° -embedding gt(s), it is
clear that

Since 0?(s) = 0f(s) mod (s^+l), (by the definition of 0f(s)), and o>?(s) = 0f(s)
+ ^°^;(s)|t/i. mod(6(s), J"+1), (by Lemma 3.3),

= 0.
Lemma 3.5. 0? (5) = 05(5)

Q.E.D.
mod (b(s), s^+1) on

Ut n Uj .

mod(ft(5),
(from(iy s
™ 0 mod (&(s), s^+ !) , (from the definition of 0J(s)) .
Since 0f(s) is determined uniquely by
?(s))*50 mod(s"+1)

for A = l , . . . , n ,
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Lemma 3.5 follows.
From Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.5, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 3.6. of (s) = o>J(s) mod (b(s), s^+1) on

Ut n Uj .

Lemma 3.7. h(^'l(s)) = 0 mod (b(s), s"+1) .
Proof.

By the definition of h(t) in Section 2 (II), we have

Since

s) mod (&(*), s^1
(by Lemma 3.3 and (2)^.!), and
f (a)) = 0 mod (fe(s), s^+ 0 , (by Corollary 3.4) ,
-0.

Q.E.D.

Lemma 3.8. d(Tl\ £ te>1 p^?(s)) = 0 mod (b(s),
Proof.

By the definition of £? (s), we have

Since
P(G>?(s)) = 0 mo
and

5^{f(s) = P(cwf (s)) - P(o>f (5) - f f (s)) mod (6(5), s"+1)
= P(cQ?(s))-P(0(^-1(s)))u/i mod(fc(5), s^ +1 ), (by the definition of ffts)) ,
= 0 mod(6(s), P+^W-^S)))
~ 0 mod (b(s), s^1) , (by Lemma 3.7) .
Hence, taking account of Corollary 3.6,
= 0 mod(6(s), s*+1).
Lemma 3.9. Z»e/1p^(s)--0(^(s)) = 0 mod(fe(s)3

Q.E.D.
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By Lemma 3.3, we have
mo

mod (b(s), s"+1) , (from the definition of g'^s) and
«f (5)))

_
(where 0^ denotes the element of F(M, "T") introduced in
Section 2 for \l/eT(M, r®( 0 f ")*)),

mod(s" +1 ),

(by(5V_! and (e),^),

= 0 mod (b(s), s"+1) , (by Lemma 3.8) .

Q. E. D.

Proof of (2)^. From Lemma 3.5, we infer that
(Z^

P;0;(S)}|t/j = 0?(s) mod (iKs

Then from Lemma 3.9, we have

Proof of (It)^. Since the linear term of /i(t) is null, we have /I(T"(S))
^s)) mod(s"+1) = 0 mod (fe(s), s"+1), (by Lemma 3.7).
(s)) - 0 ^^(s)]
+)

+1

mod (s" ) , (by the definition of co? (s)) ,

= 0 mod(s"+1),

))-3W
mod (s"+1) , (by the definition of g'^s)) ,
(by (%_!).

o/ (6), : Hf , { £ i
m

=JffJ"(Z fe AP,«f(s))-HJ"(Z (a iP l KS«?(s))),
= 0 mod(s"+1), (by (6)^!).

(since

flj..^=fl}.,),
Q.E.D.

By Proposition 3.1, we have (3.1Y, and (3.3)., for any ^^0. From (!)„ in
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Proposition 3.1, we infer that, for any /t^O,
(3.2), (^ + tf>(T"(5)))(0?(s))^0 mod(&(s), s"+1)

for A = l,...,n.

This completes the inductive construction of g?(s) and T^(S).
(II) Proof of Convergence
In this paragraph, we prove that the formal power series #£(s)== Hindoo g*}(s)
and T(s) = limM_00T^(s) are convergent with respect to || ||(m)-norm and | |-norm
respectively where m^/i + 2 and | denotes the euclidean norm on the finite
dimensional vector space 3F .
To prove that {#?(s)he/1 and T^(S) are convergent, it suffices to show the
following estimates: for all /^l,
(3.5),
(3.6),

|T*(s)|«X(

for some convergent power series A(s).
Similarly to Section 2 (II), we set
A(s) =

and show that (3.5), and (3.6), are satisfied for suitable b and c.
Since (j)(f) is holomorphic in t and .£•/£/, s) is holomorphic in (£,-, 5), we
may assume the following :

"-+x« + s 1 + ..- + s,)Ai

for A=l,..., n.

For ju = l, we can choose fr so large that (3.5)x and (3.6)! are satisfied.
We suppose that (3.5),.! and (3.6),_x are both satisfied for some /x^2.
Under this situation we claim the following lemma.
Lemma 3.10. For sufficiently
satisfied.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

large c, the following

||<(a?/s))||^n)«(b/c)JK1^),
\\g'i]fl(s)\\'(m)«(b/c)K2A(s),

estimates are
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where Kl-K4 are constants independent of ^.
Proof.

(1) By the definition of a^(s\
tfOW)=i:j-i -Kli/^r1^ *)-/f/z,)
- Z ? =i (
-I,r*=i

From (3.vi) and (3.5)^_ l5 we have

where c'm is the constant introduced in Section 1. Hence if c0c'm(n + r)b/c<l/2
is satisfied,

(2) From the definition of g'^s) and (1), we infer (2).
(3) From the definition of co?(s),
Wi|*(s))A + Kf(o>?(s))* - ^{^T^Hs)) tor 1 (s) ~ ^?)A} = 0 .
Then, from (3.5) M _ 1? (3.6)^ _x and (2), we have
i^X-1^W
where cm and rfm are constants introduced in Section 1. Hence, if c0qcmb/c<lj2,
we have

(4)

Since Kjf(
(s)))||(m)«(feo/c0)Z^2 c^M(s)% (by (3.v) and

Hence, if qc0bjc<l/2 is satisfied, we have

Since £?($) = c0?(s)-0(T"-1(s))n,( mod(s"+1), we infer (4) from (3) and this
estimate.
Q. E. D.
Using this lemma we shall show (3.5),, and (3.6),,.

«(blc)c2cmK4 Zi^A \\Pi\\im)A(s) , (by Lemma 3.10 (4)) ,
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where c2 is a constant satisfying I^Hr'^l = C 2ll0ll(m) f°r
T'®(0T")*).

an

Y </>eF(M,

where c3 and c4 are constants satisfying
ll^^^r^llw^cal^llcm)

for

<

(cf. [2], Proposition 3.11) and
IMI ( w ) gc 4 M

for any

(since jf is finite dimensional), respectively.
Hence if we choose b and c in such a way that (3.5)l5 (3.6)1? (l)-(4) in
Lemma 3.10, (b/c)c2cmK4 ^ieA Hp,|| (m) <l, (6/c)X 2 <l/2, (6/c)(l + c2c4)c3c,HK4
x Sfei llp/ll ( «)<l/2 are all satisfied, (3.5), and (3.6), follow.
From these arguments, we infer that #f(s) and T(S) are a /^(L//, T')valued and a «^f -valued holomorphic functions on some neighbourhood D' of
0 in D, respectively. Since m ^ n + 2, by the Sobolev's lemma, {gj[s)}ieA are of
class C2.
From (3.1)M-(3.3)M, using the same argument at the end of Section 2, we infer
that F = ({gt(s)}ieA9 T(S)) satisfies (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) for some neighbourhood
D' of 0 in D.
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